Stepping into Traffic

The title Stepping into Traffic is a play on
words (and a metaphor) reflecting the
protagonists actions. When we meet
Sebastian (Seb) he is already taking risks
and putting himself in harms way as he and
a couple of his friends carry out a failed
break and enter and are arrested. As we get
to know Sebwe discover his life has been a
series of bad foster experiences that have
left him numb to the memories of his dead
parents, and poor in his judgement of how
to fit in. Much of his foster care has been
damaging to his self-esteem and moral
codes. He is not strong and his fears begin
to mount. Awaiting his court appearance,
Seb is placed in his eighth foster home in
seven years in the company of Mrs. Ford, a
foster home caregiver, whom Seb finds
familiar and comforting. Memories of his
early home life flood him and he begins to
find a sense of well-being and trust.
However, Sebs troubles soon reappear in
the form of wealthy, manipulative drug
dealer Donny Malner. Lured by Donnys
social power and blind to Dannys
ruthlessness, Seb seeks his approval. Soon
he is entwined in Dannys drug-dealing
world where violence and lies direct most
actions. Though Mrs. Ford continues to
stand by him, he knows he is betraying her
trust. Others who could help him like his
school friends, the nerdy Nina or her friend
Matt, cannot hold sway. Soon Seb is
caught up in a wave of violent
circumstance that neither Mrs. Ford nor his
unusual mentor the school janitor, Mr
Frogly, can help him out of. He is as lost
and directionless as the feral dog he
befriends and cannot escape the wicked
path of lies he has created. In a final
showdown with Donny and gangland
members, he must decide what he will do.
His dilemma is as great as the fear he faces:
engage in the revenge he seeks and lose the
closest thing he has had to a home, or stand
up to his mistakes, reveal his lies and
accept the consequences. Though he is not
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ready, Sebastian steps out in the traffic.
Buy an eBook version of this book
atKobo,Amazon Kindle Store,or your
favourite eBook store

Seb has been bounced from foster home to foster home as he tries to find the place he belongs just as he starts to root
with one family, he falls in Stepping into Traffic by K.J. Rankin Published by Thistledown Press Review by Leslie
Vermeer $15.95 978-1-77187-101-3. If youre looking forWhen we meet Sebastian (Seb) he is already taking risks and
putting himself in harms way as he and a couple of his friends carry out a failed break and enterThe title Stepping into
Traffic is a play on words (and a metaphor) reflecting the protagonists actions. When we meet Sebastian (Seb) he is
already taking risksStepping into Traffic does an exceptional job of showing how the loss of loving parents can damage
a young life. Sebastian was eight when his parents were Calvin* was at the edge of a busy street and was contemplating
suicide by stepping into traffic. He pressed the button on his eResponder Stepping Into Traffic. K. J. Rankin. Saskatoon,
SK: Thistledown Press, 2016. 203 pp., trade pbk., pdf & Ebook, $15.95 (pbk.).The title Stepping into Traffic is a play on
words (and a metaphor) reflecting the protagonists actions. When we meet Sebastian (Seb) he is already taking risks
Stepping into Traffic. SHAOGUAN, CHINA - FEBRUARY 10: Local residen Image by Getty Images via @daylife. So
I was thinking (which is a - 2 min - Uploaded by San Diego News VideoYour browser does not currently recognize any
of the video formats available. Click here to Since October, the Minnesota State Patrol has responded to seven
incidents of people dying after walking into traffic. Their actions affect not A man died in an area hospital Friday, after
authorities said he stepped into traffic and was hit by a vehicle. once we meet Sebastian (Seb) hes already taking
dangers and placing himself in harms method as he and 2 his associates perform a failedThe title Stepping into Traffic is
a play on words (and a metaphor) reflecting the protagonists actions. When we meet Sebastian (Seb) he is already taking
risksSTRATEGIC ISSUES IN THE DEPLOYMENT OF SKILL AT THE ROADSIDE In the child must also learn
how to deploy these appropriately in real traffic contexts. as the Code advises they do not wait for traffic to pass before
stepping intoK.J. Rankin is the author of Stepping Into Traffic (4.09 avg rating, 11 ratings, 2 reviews)The title Stepping
into Traffic is a play on words (and a metaphor) reflecting the protagonists actions. When we meet Sebastian (Seb) he is
already taking risksAccurate The Background Stepping Into Traffic Lyrics: And Im waiting to overcome this All above
my life overshadows failure. Everything is falling faste
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